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In an earlier paper, one of the authors introduced a record-based model for describing 
historical data for objects (here called “object histories”). The primary construct in the model 
is a computation-tuple sequence scheme (abbreviated CSS) which specifies the set of all 
“valid” object histories for the same type of object. Now one of the components in a CSS is 
a finite set of constraints on object histories. In scanning some real-life object histories, it was 
noticed that some constraints involve only the “input” part of the histories. (The importance 
of this type of constraint is that in updating an object history, the satisfaction of the constraint 
by the new history can be checked in parallel with, rather than after, the computation about 
the new history.) In the present paper, this notion of input-dependent-only (IDO) constraint 
is abstracted and CSS in which each constraint is ID0 are studied. Among the results 
obtained are the following: (i) necessary and sufficient conditions, as well as a practical suf- 
ficiency condition, for a set of object histories described by an arbitrary CSS to be described 
by another CSS having only ID0 constraints, i.e., when a given CSS is IDO-representable or 
r-extended IDO-representable; and (ii) unsolvability results related to ID0 constraints and 
the ID0 representability for CSS. 9’ 1990 Academic Press, Inc. 
INTRODUCTION 
In [GTl] the notion of a record-based, algebraic-defined, computation-oriented 
data model for describing historical data (called “object history” and represented by 
a sequence of “computation” tuples) was introduced and some elementary proper- 
ties discussed.’ Examples of such historical data abound in accounting-like 
situations, such as checking accounts, credit-card accounts, taxes, inventory 
control, utility bills, pension plans, etc. The primary construct in the model is a 
“computation-tuple sequence scheme” (CSS), which specifies the set of all possible 
“valid” object histories for the same type of object. In subsequent papers [GG; 
* This work was supported in part by the National Science Foundation under Grant CCR-86-18907. 
’ There are other models of historical databases in the literature, e.g. [CT; CW; Ga; Sn]. However, 
there is no overlap between the present model and the others, either in formalism or in questions of 
concern. In particular, the present model emphasizes the order of occurrences, whereas the others stress 
time. The present model incorporates computation, whereas the others do not. And finally, the present 
model is geared towards (and studied with respect to) generative capacity, whereas the others are 
directed towards (and examined with respect to) query capacity. 
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GTal; GTa2; DG], various properties of CSS were examined. Now one of the 
major components in a CSS is a finite set of constraints on object histories. In 
scanning some real-life object histories (e.g., Examples 1.1 and 1.2 of [GTal] and 
Example 1.1 of [CC]), we noticed that some constraints involve only the “input” 
part of the histories. The importance of this type of constraint is that in updating 
an object history, the satisfaction of the constraint by the new history can be 
checked in parallel with, rather than after, the computation about the new history. 
In addition to the obvious saving in time because of the parallel, rather than serial, 
processing there is another advantage. Should the computation be time consuming 
(such as in weather forecasting) and the constraint not be satisfied by the new input 
history, the processing can be immediately terminated. For these reasons, we 
abstracted and studied the notion of input-dependent-only (IDO) constraint. The 
purpose of this paper is to present the results of that investigation. 
Informally, an object history is a historical record of an object, i.e., an individual 
entity such as, e.g., a specific person’s checking account. An object history is a 
sequence of occurrences, each occurence consisting of some input data and some 
calculation. (For example, in a checking-account history, one occurrence might be, 
in part, the amount to be deposited or withdrawn, together with the computation 
of the new daily-minimum balance and the new balance. In an electricity-usage 
history, one occurence might be the current meter reading and the current price per 
kilowatt hour, together with the computation of the kwh consumption and the con- 
sumer cost.) In addition, the model includes (dl) a set of attributes, partitioned 
into input and evaluation attributes, according to their roles, (42) functions which 
calculate values for evaluation attributes, (43) semantic constraints, and (44) an 
initialization which specifies how to start a valid computation-tuple sequence until 
all evaluation functions can be applied. 
As already indicated, we shall abstract and study the notion of an ID0 
constraint. Although many of its properties are of interest, they are not our main 
concern (and are therefore referred to as propositions). Our principal interest is in 
the object histories described by these constraints within a CSS environment. Our 
main attention is therefore focussed not on whether a particular description of a 
CSS only involves a certain type but rather whether (and when) a particular set of 
object histories can be defined by some CSS having all its constraints of a certain 
kind, i.e., the so-called representability problem. Accordingly, most of our major 
results deal with characterizations of representability by ID0 constraints and their 
mutual connections. 
The paper itself is organized into three sections. Section 1 first reviews the object- 
history model. The formalism used here is slightly simpler than, albeit essentially 
equivalent to, that in previous papers (e.g., [CG; GTal; GTa2; DG]). It then 
introduces ID0 constraints. Section 2 deals with.the notion of representability by 
ID0 constraints in a restricted sense. In particular, characterizations are given for 
when a set of object histories is IDO-representable. Unsolvability results related to 
ID0 constraints and IDO-representable CSS are then established. Section 3 
considers the question of general representability by ID0 constraints, namely, 
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r-extended IDO-representability and extended IDO-representability. Characteriza- 
tions are given for when a set of object histories is r-extended IDO-representable. 
Finally, unsolvability results related to r-extended IDO-representable and extended 
IDO-representable CSS are presented. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
As mentioned in the Introduction, we are concerned with a special class of con- 
straints occurring in object histories. In this section, we first review the model for 
object histories presented in [GTl], and then introduce the class of constraints of 
interest to us. For the sake of simplicity, the formalism employed here differs 
slightly from that given in [GTl]. 
Let Dom, be an infinite set of elements (called domain values) and U, an 
infinite set of symbols (called attributes). For each A in U,, Dam(A) (called the 
domain of A) is a subset of Dom, of at least two elements. All attributes considered 
are assumed to be elements of U,. The symbols A, B, and C (possibly with sub- 
scripts) denote attributes and U (possibly subscripted) denotes a nonempty finite 
set of attributes. 
Let X be a nonempty finite set of attributes and A,, . . . . A, some fixed listing of 
the distinct elements of X. Then (X) denotes the sequence’ A, ... A,, and 
Dom( (X)) the Cartesian product Dom(A 1) x ... x Dom(A,). Also, (Xl A,) 
denotes the prefix A, . ..Ai_., i 2 2. (A subsequence of a sequence p1 . . . p,,, is a 
sequence of the form pi, . ..pi., where i, < ... < i,. A prefix of a sequence p, “‘p,,, 
is a subsequence of the form p, . . ‘pi for some i 3 1.) 
We are now able to formalize the notions of occurence and sequence of occurren- 
ces as mentioned earlier in this section. (Instead of “occurrence” and “sequence of 
occurrences” we shall use the terms “computation tuple” and “computation-tuple 
sequence”.) 
DEFINITION. Let (U) be a sequence of attributes. A computation tuple over 
(U) is an ordered pair ((U), u), or u when (U) is understood, where u is an 
element in Dom(( U)). A computation-tuple sequence over (U) is a nonempty 
finite sequence of computation tuples over (U). The set of all computation-tuple 
sequences over (U) is denoted by SEQ( ( U )). 
Unless otherwise stated, u, u, and w, possibly subscripted or primed, always 
represent computation tuples. Similarly, U, 6, and w always represent computation- 
tuple sequences. 
To formalize (dl) and (42) (of the Introduction), we have: 
DEFINITION. An attribute scheme over (U) is a pair ((I), ( E)),3 where I and 
’ A sequence pl, . . . . pm is frequently written without commas, that is, as p, ... p,. 
3 The model we now present is slightly different from the one given in [GTl], in that the .state 
attributes will be treated as evaluation attributes. 
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E are disjoint subsets of U (of input and evaluation attributes, respectively), with I 
and E nonempty and (U) = (I)(E). (Given sequences (U,) = A 1 . ..A.,,, and 
<u,>=B, . ..B.,, (U,)(U,) denotes the sequence Al...A,,,,B,...B,,,,.) 
DEFINITION. A computation scheme (abbreviated CS) over (U) is4 a triple 
%? = ((I), (E), a), where 
1. ((I), (E)) is an attribute scheme over (U); and 
2. 6 = (e, 1 C in E, e, a partial function (called an evaluation function) from 
Dom( ( U))pc x Dom( (UI C)) into Dam(C) for some non-negative integer pc}. 
The integer pc is called the rank of e,, and p(g) = max{ pcl e, in &‘} the rank of +?. 
Intuitively, the rank of a CS is the minimum number of previous tuples on which 
each tuple computationally depends. 
We now illustrate the above concepts. 
EXAMPLE 1.1. Consider a check-writing plan of a savings and loan association. 
(This is a modified version of the checking-account example given in [GTl].) 
There are the three usual actions of DEPOSIT, WITHDRAW (by the account 
holder), and CHECK (to another party), each followed by a computation of the 
new balance. A special type of action, INT(EREST), pays interest daily on the 
day’s minimum balance at a current rate. Each date is assumed to uniquely deter- 
mine an (interest) rate. 
A computation scheme g = ((I), (E), 8) over (U) = (Z)(E) for the check- 
writing plan is as follows: 
(a) (I) = ACTION, AMOUNT, RATE; 
(E) = DATE, DAILY-MIN-BAL, INT-AMT, BALANCE. 
The domain of DATE is the obvious set of date values and the domain of 
ACTION is {DEPOSIT, WITHDRAW, CHECK, INT}. The domains of the 
remaining attributes are any reasonable sets of appropriate nonnegative numbers. 
If the action is INT, then INT-AMT is the interest at the current rate on the 
day’s minimum balance; and if the action is not INT, then INT-AMT is 0. 
(b) 8 = (eb,,,, eDAILY-MIN-BAL7 eINT-AMT7 eBALANCE }. The evaluation func- 
tion eDATE is the mapping from Dom(( U)) x Dom( (U 1 DATE)) into Dom 
(DATE) defined by: For all u in Dom(( U)), ac in Dom(ACTION), am in 
Dom(AMOUNT), and r in Dom(RATE), 
eDATE t”? ac, amy r, = 
u(DATE) + 1 if u(ACTION) = TNT 
u( DATE) if #(ACTION) # INT. 
4 More precisely, over ((I), (E)). Throughout this paper, the factorization of (U) into the desired 
input attributes and evaluation attributes will be obvious. 
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The evaluation function eDAILY_MIN_BAL, abbreviated eDB, is the mapping from 
Dom( ( V)) x Dom( (U ) DAILY-MIN-BAL)) into Dom(DAILY-MIN-BAL) 
defined as follows: For all u in Dom(( V)), d in Dom(DATE), ac in Dom 
(ACTION), am in Dom(AMOUNT), and r in Dom(RATE), 
e&U, ac, am, r, d) 
I 
min {u(B), u( BALANCE)-am } 
if UC = (WITHDRAW or CHECK) and u(ACTION) # INT 
u(B) - urn = 
if UC = (WITHDRAW or CHECK) and u(ACTION) = INT 
u(B) if ac = DEPOSIT 
u(B) if UC= INT, 
where B= DAILY-MIN-BAL if u(ACTION) # INT and B= BALANCE IF 
u(ACTION) = INT. Note that the rank of eDB is 1. The evaluation functions 
elNT-AMT and eBALANCE are defined similarly (details omitted), and are of rank 0 and 
rank 1, respectively. 
The purpose of a computation scheme is to select those computation-tuple 
sequences whose values for the evaluation attributes are ultimately determined by 
the corresponding evaluation functions. More formally, we have: 
Notation. For each CS %’ = ((I), (E), Q) over (U), let VESQ(G9) be the set of 
all ii = u, . . u, (m 2 1) in SEQ( (U)) satisfying the conditions: 
Foreachp.<h<m 
and 
Cin5 E, uh(C)=e,(uh_,,, . . . . uh-1, uhC(Ul C>lI (*I 
Note that U (vacuously) satisfies (*) for a particular C if m < pc. 
Clearly, VSEQ(%‘) is an interval-closed set. (An interval of a sequence p1 . ..p.,, is 
a subsequence of the form pi.. ‘pj for some i and j, 1~ i < j 6 m. A set Y of sequen- 
ces is interval closed (resp. prefix closed), if it contains all intervals (resp. prefixes), 
of the sequences in 9.) 
To formalize (43), we borrow the following notion (appropriately modified) from 
relational database theory. A constraint r~ over SEQ( (U)) is a mapping over 
SEQ( (U)) which assigns to each U in SEQ( (U)) a value of “true” or “false.” If 
a(G) = true, then U is said to satisfy CT, denoted U /= 0. For each set Z of constraints 
over SEQ( (U)), the set {U in SEQ( (U)) 1 U k (T, (r in Z} is denoted by VSEQ(C). 
The concept of a constraint for computation-tuple sequences given above is too 
5 Let ((i) = A,. .A, and (X) a subsequence of ((i). For each computation tuple u over 
< r/), u[ (.I’)] is the computation tuple u over (X) detined by o(A) = u(A) for each A in X. 
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general for our purposes. Without a further limitation, we could obtain extremely 
pathological sets of computation-tuple sequences. As in each of the previous papers 
dealing with objects histories, e.g., [GG; GTal; GTa2; DG], all the constraints 
considered here are “uniform.” These are characterized by the fact that satisfaction 
holds uniformly throughout a computation-tuple sequence, i.e., holds in every 
interval of a computation-tuple sequence. Uniform constraints are natural, mathe- 
matically tractable, cover most situations arising in practice, and eliminate many 
pathological cases. Formally, we have: 
DEFINITION. A constraint cr over SEQ( ( V)) is uniform if, for each is = u, . . u, 
over (U), U k 0 implies ui... uj k c-r for all i andj, 1 <i< j<m. 
Obviously, VSEQ(L’) is interval-closed for each set C of uniform constraints. 
EXAMPLE 1.1 (Continued). (c) The set C of constraints consists of: 
(T,: If ACTION is INT, then AMOUNT is 0. 
rs* : Every two transactions on the same day must have the same RATE- 
value. 
The last concept needed for a computation-tuple sequence scheme is (64), the 
“initialization.” 
DEFINITION. Given a CS 9? over (U) and a finite set Z of uniform constraints 
over SEQ( ( U>), an initialization (with respect to W and C) is any prefix-closed 
subset Y of 
{Gin VSEQ(%?)nVSEQ(L’) I Iii] 6max{ p(g), l}}. 
[Iti denotes the length of U.] Given an initialization 3, let VSEQ(9) denote the 
set 
Yu {z?inSEQ((U)) 1 U= - - f u, u2 or some U, in 3 of length max { p(C), 1 } }. 
The reason that the length of each sequence in X is at least 1 is that every history 
must begin with some sequence in 9. Clearly, VSEQ(Y) is prefix closed but not 
necessarily interval closed. 
EXAMPLE 1.1 (Continued). (d) The initialization 9 is the set 
((DEPOSIT, am, r, d, 0, 0, am) 1 d in Dom(DATE), am in 
Dom(AMOUNT), r in Dom(RATE)}. 
Using the previous concepts, we are now ready to define the fundamental notion 
of computation-tuple sequence scheme. 
DEFINITION. A computation-tuple sequence scheme (abbreviated CSS) over ( (Z), 
571/40/3-5 
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(E)) (abbreviated “over (U),” with (U) = (Z)(E)) is a triple T= (U, C, f), 
where 
1. g is a computation scheme over ( U); 
2. C is a finite set of uniform constraints over SEQ( (U)); and 
3. 9 is an initialization with respect to V and C. 
Let p(T), called the rank of T, be max(1, p(v)}. 
A CSS determines valid computation-tuple sequences as follows: 
DEFINITION. For each CSS T = (W, C, ,O), let VSEQ(T) = VSEQ(%) n 
VSEQ(C) n VSEQ(9). A computation-tuple sequence is said to be oalid (for T) if 
it is in VSEQ(T). 
Thus, a computation-tuple sequence is valid if it (i) is “consistent” with $9, (ii) 
satisfies each constraint in C, and (iii) is either in the initialization, or its prefix of 
length p(q) is in the initialization. 
Since both VSEQ(W) and VSEQ(Z) are interval closed and VSEQ(Y) is prefix 
closed, VSEQ(T) is prefix closed. (This is consistent with the point of view of 
history that every prefix of a valid history is valid.) However, VSEQ(T) is not 
necessarily interval closed. 
EXAMPLE 1.1 (Continued). A CSS for the check-writing plan is T = 
(((I), (E), B), C, 9), with the components as described in (a)-(d). One valid 
computation-tuple sequence for T is given in Fig. 1.1. 
As already mentioned, the purpose of this paper is to introduce and study a 
special class of uniform constraints, especially within the context of CSS. Consider 
ACTION AMOUNT RATE DATE DAILY-MIN-BAL INT-AMT BALANCE 
DEPOSIT 500 0.00017 03/30/W 1500.60 0 2000.60 
FIGURE 1.1 
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the constraint (r, in Example 1.1. Obviously, cr, is uniform. It also has the property 
of being described in terms of input attributes only; i.e., (ri only involves input 
attributes. Indeed, rrr is the function from SEQ( ( U)) into {true, false} defined for 
each U=U, . ..u.,, by al(G) = true iff z+(ACTION) = INT implies ui(AMT) = 0 for 
all i. 
The above type of constraint, i.e., one which is described by using input attributes 
only, is the central concept of the present paper. As mentioned in the Introduction, 
this kind of constraint is easy to maintain and allows the computation of the new 
history to be done simultaneously. This notion is now formalized and then studied 
in the sequel. 
Notation. Let (U) be a sequence of attributes and ( V) a subsequence of (U). 
For each ti=u, ... U, in VSEQ( ( U)), l7, ,,>(U) is the computation tuple sequence 
01 “‘V, over (V), where ui= ui[ (V)] for each i. For each 9 E SEQ( (U)), 
n, y,(9’) is the set (n, y>(U) 1 ii in Y}. 
DEFINITION. A constraint 0 over ( U) = (I) (E) 1s called input dependent only 
(abbreviated IDO) if U in VSEQ(a) and Z7,,,(6)= n,,,(G) for arbitrary v in 
SEQ( (U)) imply V in VSEQ(a). A CSS T= (9, C, 9) is called ID0 if each g in C 
is IDO. 
It is interesting to consider various closure properties of ID0 constraints under 
certain operations. One which simplifies our discussion in the sequel is the 
following. For all constraints oil, . . . . orn, m 2 1, the constraint 0, A . .. A om is 
defined by VSEQ(o, A ... A g,,,)= n,,,,, VSEQ(a,). 
PROPOSITION 1.1. rf (T,, . . . . gm, m 2 1, are ID0 constraints over (U>, then so is 
0, A ... A ~7~. 
The proof of the above proposition is obvious and so omitted. 
We conclude the section by noting (without proof) several properties about CSS 
that facilitate the design and analysis of a CSS. 
PROPOSITION 1.2. For each CSS T = (%, {cl, . . . . cm 
(a) VSEQ(T) = VSEQ(%, 6r A ... A cm, 9); 
(b) VSEQ(T)=n,.i.,VSEQ(~,oi,~); and 
(c) ifVSEQ(q, ci, 9) = VSEQ(%, ai, 9) for 
{fl 1, .s., cm}, 3) = VSEQ(U, {G;, . . . . ok}, 9). 
i= 1 , . . . . m, then VSEQ(%‘, 
Thus for a given CSS (%?, {rrr , . . . . o,}, Y), one can apply Proposition 1.2(a) to 
“wedge” the constraints into the single constraint (pi A ... A c,,, and then consider 
(%, (T1 A ... A O,,,, X). Although theoretically sound, this is usually impractical in 
a real-life example because the wedged -constraint tends to be very complicated 
compared to each of the original constraints. Proposition 1.2(b) offers an 
alternative method, namely, consider each of the (%, cri, 9). Besides dealing with 
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single constraints, the latter approach has the advantage of being executable in 
parallel. Proposition 1.2(c) allows the replacement of the constraints in a CSS. This 
property has immediate applications in the simplification of CSS and in the 
discussion of the representability problems of CSS. 
2. IDO-REPRESENTABILITY 
As mentioned in the Introduction, our main interest is not in ID0 constraints 
themselves but in the CSS which can be described by such constraints. In this 
section we consider the question of when one CSS can be represented by another 
CSS, with the same CS and initialization, which just has ID0 constraints. Our 
major results are characterization theorems for such CSS. 
Given an arbitrary CSS T= (‘Gf?, C, Y), there are many CSS T’ = (%, C’, Y) which 
describe the same object histories in the sense that VSEQ(T) = VSEQ( T’). This 
situation is illustrated by: 
EXAMPLE 2.1. Let T be the CSS introduced in Example 1.1. Since the constraint 
a2 involves both DATE and RATE attributes, it is clearly not IDO. It is readily 
seen from the definition of the CS in T that 
(1) All transactions on the same day must occur consecutively in the 
computation-tuple sequences; and 
(2) The transaction whose ACTION-value is INT occurs exactly once each 
day, and that after all other transactions on the day. 
Suppose the constraint a2 is replaced by 
6. Every two consecutive tuples, the first of which has ACTION-value not 
INT, must have the same RATE-values. 
Obviously, 6 is a uniform constraint which involves imput attributes only. (Indeed, 
;?; is the function from SEQ( ( U)) into {true, false} defined for each U = u1 . . . u, 
by c(U) = true if ui(ACTION) # INT implies z+(RATE) = ui+ ,(RATE) for all i.) It 
is readily seen that this substitution does not change the set of valid computation- 
tuple sequences of T, i.e., VSEQ( T’) = VSEQ( T), where T’ = (%?, (aI, a,}, 9). 
However, T’ is described by a set of ID0 constraints whereas T is not. 
Example 2.1 shows that in some cases a CSS having some non-ID0 constraints 
may be replaced by another CSS, with a possibly different computation scheme and 
initialization, having only ID0 constraints. This suggests the following question: 
(*) Under what conditions can a given set of object histories be defined by 
a CSS having only ID0 constraints? 
This question is addressed by the theorems in this and the next section. In the 
present section, the question is considered with respect to a fixed CS W and fixed 
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initialization 9. In the next section, the general question is addressed, that is, the 
case in which the CS and the initialization may vary. 
We now formalize the notion of one CSS being representable by another CSS, 
with the same CS and initialization, having only ID0 constraints. 
DEFINITION. A CSS T= (9?, C, 9) is said to be IDO-representable if there exists 
a CSS T’ = (%‘, z’, 3) such that L” is a set of ID0 constraints and VSEQ( T’) = 
VSEQ( T). 
From (c) of Proposition 1.2, there immediately follows: 
PROPOSITION 2.1. If the CSS (59, ci, 9) is IDO-representable for each i, 1 Q 
i<m, then so is the CSS (%?, {o,, . . . . o,,,},Y). 
We now turn to the question raised in (*). For the sake of clarity, we first borrow 
a concept from [GTa2]. 
DEFINITION. Given attribute sequences (X) and (Y), the cohesion of U in 
SEQ( (X)) and V in SEQ( (Y)), denoted ii @ 0, is (1) the tuple sequence W in 
SEQ( (XY)) such that Z7,,,(@) = ii and n,.,(W) = 6, if lUl= 1~71 and n,,,,,(u) = 
ncA >(V) for each A in Xn Y, and (2) undefined, denoted 0, otherwise. The cohesion 
of~Y;SEQ((X))and~*Y;ESEQ((Y)),denoted~Y;O*,istheset(uOvIuin 
Y;, 0 in 3). 
The above concept allows us to rephrase the definition of an ID0 constraint. 
Specifically, a constraint 0 over (U) = (Z)(E) is ID0 iff VSEQ(a) = 
fl<,>(VSEQ(o)) @ SEQ((E)). Note that for an arbitrary constraint (r over 
(u>, VSEQ(o) E ~<,>W=Q(a)) 0 SEQ((E)). 
We now turn to our first result on (*). In particular, we present a characteriza- 
tion of when a CSS is IDO-representable. 
Notation. For each CSS T= (92, C, 9) over (U> = (I)(E), let o$,, be the 
constraint defined by VSEQ(o,T,,) = I;I<,>(Interval(VSEQ( T))) @ SEQ( (E)). 
(For each Y s SEQ( ( U)), Interval(Y) = { - 1 - u 24 an interval of some element in 
91.) 
Since liT<,>(Interval(VSEQ( T))) is interval closed, Z7<,>(Interval(VSEQ( T))) @ 
SEQ( (E)) is interval closed. Therefore, aL, is uniform. Clearly, it is also IDO. 
The subscript “sma” is short for “smallest,” and is shown in Proposition 2.2(a) to 
play a “smallest” role. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let T= (%, C, Y) be a CSS over (U) = (Z)(E) and let T’= 
(V2 ok0 9). Then T is IDO-representable iff VSEQ( T) = VSEQ( T’). 
Proof: Clearly, T’ is IDO. If VSEQ(T) = VSEQ( T’), then T is IDO-represen- 
table by definition. To see the converse, suppose that T is IDO-representable, i.e., 
suppose VSEQ( T) = VSEQ( T,) for some ID0 T, = (%?, C, ,,a). By Proposition 1.1, 
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we may assume that Z, = {oi}, where o1 is IDO. It suffices to prove that 
VSEQ( T, ) = VSEQ( T’). 
Since VSEQ( T) c Interval(VSEQ( T)) and VSEQ( T) z VSEQ(%‘) n VSEQ(S), 
VSEQ( T) z VSEQ(U) n Interval(VSEQ(T)) n VSEQ(9) 
z VSEQ(%‘) n (n(,>(Interval(VSEQ( T))) 
0 SEQK-W) n VSEQW 
= VSEQ( T’). 
Combining this with VSEQ( T,) = VSEQ( T), it follows that 
VSEQ( T,) z VSEQ( T’). 
To see the reverse, we have 
(1) 
VSEQ( T’) = VSEQ(%?) n (n(,,(Interval(VSEQ( T))) 
0 SEQWW) n VSEQV) 
c VSEQW n (&WSEQ(d) 
0 SEQWW n VSEQVL 
since Interval(VSEQ( T)) = Interval(VSEQ( T,)) c VSEQ(o,) 
= VSEQ(%?) n VSEQ(o,) n VSEQ($), since CJ, is ID0 
= VSEQ( T,). 
That is, 
VSEQ( T’) G VSEQ( T,). (2) 
By (1) and (2), VESQ( T’) = VSEQ( T,). i 
Using Theorem 2.1, we now exhibit a CSS T which is not IDO-representable. 
EXAMPLE 2.2. Consider the CSS T = (((II), (C), e,), o, 9), where Dam(B) 
and Dom( C) are the set of nonnegative integers, e, is defined by ec(uj_ , ,  u,(B)) = 
ui- l(c) + lt 
VSEQ(a) = {u, “‘“n I ui(B)<ui+ l(B) and ui(B) < u,(C)} 
and Y = {(i, j) ( i < j}. Let T’ = (((B), (C), e,), crTma, 9). Clearly, 
VSEQ(di,, ) = I;l<,>(Interval(VSEQ(T))) @ SEQ( (E)) 
= {u~...u~~~SEQ((U)) I ui(B)<ui+,(B) for 1 <i<n- l}. 
Obviously, the sequence U= (1, 2)(4, 3) is in VSEQ(T’). However, ti is not in 
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VSEQ(T). Therefore, VSEQ(7’) #VSEQ(T’). By Theorem 2.1, T is not IDO- 
representable. 
The characterization of IDO-representability for a CSS T stated in Theorem 2.1 
employed the ID0 constraint a&,. It will be shown below (Proposition 2.2) that 
this ID0 constraint has the smallest set of valid computation-tuple sequences 
among all ID0 constraints giving rise to VSEQ( T) for a given CS V and initializa- 
tion 9. We now present another characterization of IDO-representability, this in 
terms of the ID0 constraint with the largest (see Proposition 2.2) set of valid com- 
putation-tuple sequences among all ID0 constraints giving rise to VSEQ(T) for a 
given CS %? and initialization 4. 
Notation. For each CSS T= (59, ,Y, 9) over (U) = (Z)(E), let 
“llTT= VSEQ(T)u CsEQ((V>)-(VSEQ(~)nVSEQ(~a))l, 
and eT be the constraint defined by 
VSEQ(a,) = ii in SEQ(( W) I fl,,,(~) 0 SEQ((E)) 
E “w; for each interval 6 of ti}. 
It is easily seen from the definition that CYJ~ is uniform and IDO. Also, note that 
#$- has the following property: “Let T’ = (%Y, C’,9) and VSEQ(T’) = VSEQ(T). 
Then VSEQ(C’) E %+$.” (Indeed, suppose U is in VSEQ(Y). Now U is in either 
VSEQ(%) n VSEQ($) or in SEQ( (U)) - (VSEQ(%?) n VSEQ(9)). In either case, 
U is in _wk.) In other words, in looking for a T’ = (59, C’, 3) such that VSEQ( T’) = 
VSEQ(T), the search for VSEQ(z’) may be confined to subsets of Y&. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let T= (U, C, 9) be a CSS over (U) = (Z)(E) and let T’= 
(V, aTy 9). Then T is ZDO-representable iff VSEQ( T) = VSEQ( T’). 
Proof If VSEQ( T) = VSEQ( T’), then T is IDO-representable by definition. To 
see the converse, suppose that VSEQ( T) = VSEQ( T,) for some ID0 T, = 
(W, C,, 3). By Proposition 1.1, we may assume that 2, = {a,}, where a1 is IDO. 
It remains to prove that VSEQ( T,) = VSEQ( T’). 
To see that VSEQ( T’) s VSEQ( T,), suppose U is in VSEQ( T’). Then 
(1) U is in VSEQ(q) n VSEQ(Y) and 
(2) U is in VSEQ(a.). 
By (2), U is in WT. By (1) and the definition of wT, is is in VSEQ( T) = VSEQ( T, ) 
as desired. 
To see the reverse inclusion, suppose U is in VSEQ(T,) = VSEQ( T). By the 
definition of T,, 
(3) U is in VSEQ(%‘)nVSEQ(S) and 
(4) 11 is in VSEQ(a,). 
Now let V be an arbitrary interval of U, and W an element of ZZ,,,(i?) @ SEQ( (E)). 
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By (4) and the fact that rri is uniform and IDO, @ is in VSEQ(a,). If W is in 
VSEQ(‘%) n VSEQ(.Y), then W is in VSEQ( T,) = VSEQ(T) G %$. And if w is not in 
VSEQ(%‘) n VSEQ($), then W is in [SEQ( (U)) - VSEQ(?Z) n VSEQ(Y))] c “w;. 
In either case, W is in ?k$. By the definition of CJ~, U is in VSEQ(oT). Combining 
this with (3), it follows that 17 is in VSEQ(T’). Hence VSEQ(T,) c VSEQ( T’), 
whence equality. 1 
We now use Theorem 2.2 to show that the CSS of Example 2.2 is not IDO- 
representable. 
EXAMPLE 2.3. Let T be the CSS of Example 2.2. Then U = (1, 5)(4,6) is 
in VSEQ( T). Clearly, the computation-tuple sequence U’ = (1, 2)(4, 3) is in 
n,,,(G) @ SEQ((E)). By definition, U’ is in VSEQ(%) and VSEQ(4) but not in 
VSEQ(T). Combining this with the definition of Y&., it follows that ii’ is not in “w;. 
Thus, n,,,(u) 0 SEQ((E)) . IS not a subset of %$. By the definition of cry, ii is not 
in VSEQ(o,). Therefore, U is not in VSEQ( T’), whence VSEQ( T) # VSEQ( T’). By 
Theorem 2.2, T is not IDO-representable. 
We mentioned earlier that the characterization given in Theorem 2.1, respectively 
Theorem 2.2, is in terms of the ID0 constraint with the smallest, respectively the 
largest, set of valid computation-tuple sequences. This is proved in Proposition 2.2 
below. First, however, we introduce some symbolism. 
Notation. Let CSS T= (‘37, 2,X) be IDO-representable and 
C,= {u’ / d is ID0 and VSEQ( T) = VSEQ( T’), where T’ = (V, (I’, 4)). 
Then gz and 0: are the constraints defined by 
VSEQ(az) = n VSEQ((r) and VSEQ(oz) = U VSEQ(a). 
0inZT ainZ7 
Since T is IDO-representable, there exists an ID0 (+?, C’, 3) such that 
VSEQ(%, Z’, 4) =VSEQ(T). By Proposition 1.1, we may assume that C’= {a’>, 
where g’ is an ID0 constraint. Hence C, is not empty for each IDO-representable 
CSS T. It is straightforward to show that 0: and rrz are uniform and IDO, and 
that VSEQ( T) = VSEQ(%, a:, -0) = VSEQ(U, a:, 4). Thus, U: and 0: are in Z,. 
By definition, 0: (crz) has the smallest (largest) set of valid computation-tuple 
sequences among all ID0 constraints giving rise to VSEQ( T) for the given CS %? 
and initialization 9. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let T= (59, C, Y) be an IDO-representable CSS over (U> = 
(I)(E). Then 
(a) VSEQ(oK) = VSEQ(a&,) and 
(b) VSEQ(o;) = VSEQ(a,). 
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Proof: Consider (a). By Theorem 2.1, osT,, is in Z,. Since ef; is the smallest 
constraint in Zc,, it suffices to demonstrate that VSEQ(aL,) E VSEQ(oz). 
Since T is IDO-representable, VSEQ(T) = VSEQ(U) n VSEQ(aK) n VSEQ(9). 
Hence, VSEQ( T) 5 VSEQ(oz) and Interval(VSEQ( T)) E Interval(VSEQ(cz)) = 
VSEQ((rz). Then 
VSEQkt,, ) = I7(,>(Interval(VSEQ(T))) @ SEQ( (E)) 
E fl<,,WSEQ(6)) 0 SEQ((E)) 
= VSEQ(a;), since cr ’ is IDO. fl 
Now consider (b). By Theorem 2.2, crT is in Z:,. Since 0: is the largest constraint 
in Z,, it suffices to demonstrate that VSEQ(oE)&VSEQ(a,). By the property 
noted after the introduction of WT and the fact that VSEQ( T) = VSEQ(U, 0 z, 3), 
VSEQ(aE) c WT. Combining this with IZJ~ being IDO, we have 
n<,,(vsEQ(o:)) 0 SEQ((E)) E %- 
From this and the definition of rrT, VSEQ(ac) G VSEQ(a,) as desired. 1 
Let T= (5~7, C, 9) be an arbitrary CSS. By Proposition 2.2, T is IDO-represen- 
table implies that VSEQ(o,T,,) E VSEQ(a.). The question arises as to whether 
VSEQ(a ,‘,,) G VSEQ(a*) implies T is IDO-representable. In the next result, the 
answer is shown to be positive. This is yet another characterization of IDO- 
representability. 
THEOREM 2.3. A CSS T is IDO-representable iff VSEQ(aL,) G VSEQ(a,). 
Proof: If T is IDO-representable, then VSEQ(a&,)EVSEQ(a,) by Proposi- 
tion 2.2. Now consider the “only if.” Suppose VSEQ(a&,) E VSEQ(a,). It suffices 
to demonstrate that VSEQ( T) = VSEQ(U, aLa, Y), Since VSEQ( T) c VSEQ(%‘) n 
VSEQ(X) and VSEQ( T) E I;I,,,>(Interval(VSEQ( T))) @ SEQ( (E)), we have 
VSEQ( T) E VSEQ(%) n (Z7<,>(Interval(VSEQ( T))) 
0 SEQ(<E))) n VSEQV) 
= VSEQ(%?, aLa, 9). 
For the reverse inclusion, let U be in VSEQ(%?, aLa, 9). Then U is in VSEQ(U) n 
VSEQ(9) and in VSEQ(a,&). Since VSEQ(a,L,) EVSEQ(a.), U is in 
VSEQ(a,) E WT. Combining this with the fact that tl is in VSEQ(g) n VSEQ(X), 
U is in VSEQ( T) as desired. 1 
So far we have established three necessary and sufficient conditions for IDO- 
representability. Our next result establishes a useful sufficiency condition for IDO- 
representability. Although it can be shown by using the above characterization 
theorems, it is simpler to prove directly. 
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THEOREM 2.4. Zf T= (V:, C, 9) is a CSS such that p(U) = 0, then T is ZDO- 
representable. 
Proof. Suppose T= (W, C, 9) is a CSS over (U) = (Z)(E) such that p(e) = 0. 
Let IJ’ be the constraint defined by 
VSEQ(d) = {U in SEQ( (U)) 1 n,,,(C) @ Vis in VSEQ(W) 
n VSEQ(z) for some 17 in SEQ( (E))}. 
Since VSEQ(%‘) and VSEQ(,X) are interval closed, VSEQ(a’) is also interval closed. 
Thus, (r’ is uniform. Obviously c’ is IDO. It is enough to show that VSEQ( T) = 
VSEQ( T’), where T’ = (9?, d, 9). To see this, it suffices to prove that 
(1) VSEQ(%) n VSEQ(z) c VSEQ(%) n VSEQ(a’) and 
(2) VSEQ(%‘) n VSEQ(a’) c VSEQ(U) n VSEQ(C). 
Clearly, (1) holds. Consider (2). Suppose 11 is in VSEQ(%?) n VSEQ(a’). By the 
definition of (r’, there exists V in SEQ((E)) such that ZZ,,,(ii) @ 17 is in 
VSEQ(%?) n VSEQ(C). Since U and ZZ,,,(ti) @ V are in VSEQ(%) and %? is of rank 
0, it follows that ZZ,,,(ti) = V. (Otherwise, the evaluation functions in %? would not 
be well defined.) Thus, ii=ZZ,,,(ii) @ V. Therefore ii is in VSEQ(C), whence U is 
in VSEQ(9)nVSEQ(C) and (2) holds. 1 
In [CC], a number of important problems about CSS were shown to be 
recursively unsolvable. Since the notion of IDO-representability is related to (*) 
mentioned earlier in this section, it is of interest to consider the decision problem 
related to IDO-representability. First though, we introduce (see [CG]): 
DEFINITION. A CSS (((I), (E), {e, 1 C in E}), C, Y) is said to be recursive if 
(1) For each attribute A in Z and E, Dam(A) is a recursive6 subset of Dom, 
of at least two elements; 
(2) For each C in E, e, is a partial recursive function from Dom( ( U))pc x 
Dom( ( UI C)) into Dam(C) such that the domain of e, is recursive; 
(3) For each c in C, (T is a recursive mapping from SEQ( ( U)) into (true, 
false } ; and 
(4) 9 is a prefix-closed recursive subset of 
{uinVSEQ({e,l CinE})nVSEQ(C)\ ltil<max{p,, 11 CinE}). 
We are now ready for our result on the decision problem of IDO-represen- 
tability: 
6 We assume here an elementary knowledge of language theory and recursive sets as found, for 
example, in [HU]. 
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THEOREM 2.5. It is recursively unsolvable to determine whether or not an 
arbitrary recursive CSS is ZDO-representable. 
Proof We shall prove the theorem by using a reduction argument based on the 
Post Correspondence Problem. (Given arbitrary pairs of tuples (xi, . . . . x,) and 
(y,, . . . . y,) of nonempty words over {a, b}, the question of whether or not there 
exists a nonempty sequence of integers i,, . . . . ik such that xi1 . . . xi, = yi, . . . y, is 
called the Post Correspondence Problem.) For each n > 1 and pair of tuples X= 
(x I, ..., x,) and Y= (yi, . . . . y,) of nonempty words over A = {a, 6) such that xi # yj 
for each l<iinn; let (U)=(B)(C,C,C,), where Dom(B)=(l,2,...,n}, 
Dom(C,) = Dom(C,) = A+, and Dom(C,) = (0, l}. (It is understood that each 
word in A+ is a distinct symbol in Dom(C,) = Dom(C,).) Let e,,, ec2, and e,, be 
the functions defined for each u in Dom( ( BC1 C2 C3 )), b in Dam(B) and c, , c2 in 
A+, by 
and 
e,,(u, b) = u(Ci)x,, 
eo(K b, cl) = U(c,) Yb? 
e,,(u, 6, cl, 4 = 
1, if c1 # c2 and u(C,) = 1, 
0, otherwise. 
Let (T be the constraint over (B) (C, C2 C, ) defined by 
VSEQ(a)= {ziinSEQ((BC,C,C,)) I uj(C,)= 1,l <j<jfi/}, 
and let y= ((&xi, yi, 1) 11 < i 6 n}. Finally, let T=(((B), (ClC,C3), 
{eo,, e 02, e,,}), o, ,a). Clearly, T is a recursive CSS. 
We shall show that T is IDO-representable iff there is no solution to the Post 
Correspondence Problem for X and Y. First, however, we prove the following: 
CLAIM. Suppose the Post Correspondence Problem for X and Y has a solution. 
Then there exist integers 1 6 j,, . . . . j, <n, with k > 1, such that 
(0 xjlxj2”‘xj~=Yj,Yj~“‘Yj~, 
(ii) Xj~xj~Xj~.,.xj~_~#Y~~Yj~Yj~...Yj~~~~ and 
(iii) k is the smallest integer for which the Post Correspondence Problem for X 
and Y has a solution. 
Indeed, since the Post Correspondence Problem for X and Y has a solution, let 
k be the smallest integer for with there exists a solution and let i,, . . . . ik be integers 
such that 1 < i,, . . . . i, <n and xi, . . . xi, = yi, . . . y,. Since xi # yi for each 1 < 
id n, k > 1. Consider the equation 
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forO<ldk-1. Clearly, (*)is true for 1=0. Sincexi,#yi,, (*)isfalseforf=k-1. 
Let I, be the smallest integer such that (*) is false. Then 1 d I0 < k - 1, 
(x$-’ X,I..~Xik~,g+,=(Yi,)‘o~l~i,‘..~rk_,O+, 
and 
(Xi, )‘” x,, . xi, i. # (Yi,)” Yz, ‘. Yq. fo’ 
Hence, the claim is true. 
Now suppose the Post Correspondence Problem for X and Y has no solution. 
Let cr’ be the constraint over (BC, C2C3) defined by VSEQ(a’) = 
SEQ( (BC, C,C,)). Clearly, 19 is IDO. It is easily verified that 
Hence T is IDO-representable. 
To see the converse, let j,, . . . . j, be a solution to the Post Correspondence 
Problem for X and Y satisfying the properties in the claim, i.e., 
(l) xjlx,,..‘xj~=YjlYjz”‘Yjk’ 
(2) xjlx]I . ..xjk-l# Yjl.Yjl ...Yjk-l> and 
(3) k is the smallest integer for which the Post Correspondence Problem for 
X and Y has a solution. 
Since xj, # yj,, it follows from (1) that 
(4) x,~xj~..‘xj4_ixj~zY,,,Y,,..‘Yj~_,Yj~. 
Assume that T is IDO-representable, i.e., there exists an ID0 
T’= (((B), <C1CzC3), {e,,, ec2, cc,>), B’, cy) 
such that VSEQ( T’) = VSEQ( T). Let 
By (3), (2), (4) and the definition of T, U is in VSEQ(T) =VSEQ(T’). Hence, ii is 
in VSEQ(o’). Since 0’ is uniform, the suffix 
of U is in VSEQ(a’). Combining this with the fact that c’ is IDO. 
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is in VSEQ(a’). By (3), (l), and the definition of e,,, ec2, and e,,, W is in 
VSEQ({e,,, ec,, e,}). Since (i,, xi,, yi,, 1) is in X, W is in VSEQ(9). Thus, W is in 
VSEQ( 7”) = VSEQ( T). However, this contradicts the definition of T since W is not 
in VSEQ(o). Thus, T is not IDO-representable. 
Since it is recursively unsolvable to decide whether or not the Post Corre- 
spondence Problem has a solution [HU], it is recursively unsolvable to decide 
whether or not an arbitrary recursive CSS T is IDO-representable. 1 
Although not related to our main question, we conclude this section with a result 
about the decision problem for ID0 constraints. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. It is recursively unsolvable to determine whether or not an 
arbitrary recursive uniform constrain? is IDO. 
Proof: We shall prove this result by using a reduction argument based on the 
Post Correspondence Problem. For each n > 1 and pair of tuples X= (xi, . . . . x,) 
and Y=(y,, . . . . y,) of nonempty words over d = {a, b} such that xi # yi for each 
1 <i<n; let (U) = (B)(C,C,), where Dam(B)= (1,2, . . . . n} and Dom(C,)= 
Dom(C,) = d +. Let d be the constraint over (U) defined by 
VSEQ(a) = {U in SEQ( (U)) 1 - v 1s not in 9 for each interval i? of G}, 
where ‘9 is the subset of SEQ( (17)) with the following properties: 
(a) For each U = u1 “.u, in 9 and 1 <i<m, l<u,(B)<n, ui(C,)=x,,(,)... 
x,,(B), and ui(C,) = yu,(B) . . . Y,(B); 
(b) there exists an integer jO, 1 <j, d m, such that u,,JC,) = ui,,(Cz). 
Clearly cr is uniform and recursive. 
We now show that 0 is ID0 iff the Post Correspondence Problem has no 
solution for X and K i.e., there do not exist integers 1 < i,, . . . . i, < n such that 
xi, . . xi, = y,, . . . y,. Indeed, suppose the Post Correspondence Problem for X and 
Y has no solution. Then Q = 0, VSEQ(o) = SEQ( (U)), and G is IDO. To see the 
converse, suppose 1 < i, , . . . . i, 6 n are integers such that xi, . . . xik = yI, . . . y, and 0 
is IDO. Since xi # yi for each i, it follows from the definition of 9 that the computa- 
tion-tuple sequence U = (il, xi,, yi,) ... (ik, xi,, yc) is not in 9. Therefore, U is in 
VSEQ(a). Since cr is IDO, the computation-tuple sequence 
is in VSEQ(a). However, 17 is in 8, which contradicts the definition of c. 
Since it is recursively unsolvable to decide whether or not the Post Corre- 
spondence Problem has a solution, it is recursively unsolvable to decide whether or 
not an arbitrary recursive constraint is IDO. m 
’ A constraint CT over (U) is recursive if CT is a recursive mapping from SEQ( (U)) into {true, false}. 
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3. EXTENDED IDO-REPRESENTABILITY 
The representability problem discussed so far has been focused on keeping the 
computation scheme and the initialization in a CSS unchanged. However, this is by 
no means the only way that a given set of object histories can be defined by a CSS 
having only ID0 constraints. In the present section, the representability question is 
examined for the situation when the computation scheme and initialization are 
allowed to change. 
We start by considering a limited check-writing plan of a savings and loan 
association. (This is a modified version of the checking-account example given in 
CDGI.1 
EXAMPLE 3.1. The plan permits the three usual actions of DEPOSIT, 
WITHDRAW (by the account holder) and CHECK (to another party), each 
followed by a computation of the new balance. A special type of action, 
INTEREST, pays interest daily on the day’s minimum balance at a current rate. 
Each date is assumed to uniquely determine an (interest) rate. Furthermore, the 
account holder is allowed to write at most three checks each month. (No additional 
checks will be honored.) 
A computation scheme V = ((I), (E) (NOCTM), 8’ u {eNoCTM}) for the 
limited check-writing plan is defined as follows: 
(a) Z and E are the same as were presented in Example 1.1 and Dom 
(NOCTM) is the set of nonegative integers. (NOCTM represents the number of 
checks written this month.) 
(b) Each evaluation function in 8” is the extension of the corresponding 
evaluation function in d (defined in Example 1.1) which is independent of 
NOCTM. The evaluation function eNOCTM is the mapping into Dom(NOCTM) 
defined for all w in Dom( (U)(NOCTM)) and u in Dom( (U)) by 
(1) If u and w have the “same month,” then 
for 
eNOCTM(w 4 = 
w(NOCTM) + 1 u( ACTION) = CHECK 
w(NOCTM) for u(ACTION) # CHECK. 
(2) If the month in u is the next month after that in w, then 
%OCTM(W~ u) = 
for u(ACTION) #CHECK 
for u(ACTION) = CHECK. 
(3) Otherwise, eNOCTM(w, u) is undefined. 
Let the constraints CJ; and cr; be the extension of the two ID0 constraints defined 
in Example 2.1 which are independent of NOCTM and c3 be defined by 
VSEQ(a,)= {wl ... w, ( w,(NOCTM)<3foreachi, 1 <i<m}. 
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(Thus, c3 limits the transaction CHECK to at most three times.) Clearly, o‘3 is 
uniform but not IDO. Let 9’ = {(u, 0) I u in 9 f , 3 as defined in Example 1.1. 
Finally, let T = (W, ( o;, a;, a,}, 9’). It can be shown that T is not IDO-represen- 
table. 
Now let e&ocTM be the function defined for all w in Dom( ( U) (NOCTM )) and 
u in Dom( (17)) as follows: 
(i) If u and w have the “same month,” then 
&oCTM(w u) 
i 
w(NOCTM) + 1 for u(ACTION) = CHECK and w(NOCTM) < 3 
= w(NOCTM) for u(ACTION) # CHECK. 
(ii) If the month in u is the next month after that in w, then 
e&oCTM(w7 u) = {y 
for u(ACTION) # CHECK 
for u(ACTION) = CHECK. 
(iii) Otherwise, e;VoCTM(w, U) is undefined. 
Let a; be the constraint over (Z)(E) (NOCTM ) which is always true. Clearly, 
a; is IDO. Suppose that eNoCTM and a3 in T are replaced by e;*IoCTM and a;, 
respectively. It is easily seen that this substitution does not change the set of valid 
computation-tuple sequences of T, i.e., VSEQ( T’) = VSEQ( T), where T’ = (( (Z), 
(E)VJOCTM), 6’~ {e;Yoc,M>), {ai, 4, a;}, 9’). However, T’ is described by a 
set of ID0 constraints whereas T is not. 1 
Example 3.1 shows that in some cases a CSS having some non-ID0 constraints 
may be replaced by another CSS, with a different computation scheme and 
initialization, having only ID0 constraints. The question arises as to under what 
conditions can such a replacement be made for a given CSS. This is answered by 
the theorems of the present section. 
The notion of replacing a given CSS by one, with a different computation scheme 
and initialization having only ID0 constraints is formalized as follows: 
DEFINITION. A CSS T= (g, lC, f) over ( U> = (Z)(E) is r-extended ZDO- 
representable if there exists an ID0 T’ = (W, C’, 9’) over (U) of rank r such that 
VSEQ( T) = VSEQ( T’). A CSS T is extended ZDO-representable if T is r-extended 
IDO-representable for some r. 
Clearly, each IDO-representable CSS T is also extended IDO-representable. 
Since each CSS whose CS is of rank 0 is IDO-representable (Theorem 2.4), all CSS 
considered in this section are assumed to have a CS of rank at least 1. 
In the sequel, we shall establish characterizations for T to be r-extended IDO- 
representable for a given integer r 2 p(T). To prove the first of these, we need two 
lemmas and one auxiliary concept. Each will be discussed as encountered. 
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The first lemma (called the Padding Lemma) was essentially shown in 
Lemma 2.2 of [GT2]. It states that for each CSS and each integer r B p(T), a 
CSS f of rank r can be found such that VSEQ( f) = VSEQ( T). 
Notation. For each CSS T= (‘3, CJ, X) and each integer r > p(T), let Y>= 
{tiinVSEQ(T)( [Ul <r}. 
Thus, 9; contains all computation-tuple sequences in VSEQ(T) of length at 
most r. It follows from the definition that VSEQ(Yk+ ‘) z VSEQ(#>). 
Notation. ForeachCSST=(%?,Z,Y)over (U)=(Z)(E)andeachr>p(T), 
let F= (((I), (E), d), C, 9;) be as follows: & = (gc j C in E}, where gc is the 
(partial) function from Dom( (U))’ x Dom( ( UJ C)) into Dam(C) defined by 
C,(4, ...? u:-,,, UI, ...> UPC, u,c+,c(~lc>l) 
=e,(u,, ...9 u,,., ~,,+,C(~lC>l) 
for each u’,, . . . . u:_~,, ui, . . . . upc+, in Dom(( U)). 
Thus f is essentially T, with the evaluation functions “padded” to include the 
previous r computation tuples. Clearly, F depends on the specific r chosen. Note 
that every evaluation function in 6 has rank r. 
PADDING LEMMA. For each CSS T= (%?, C, $) over ( U) = (I)(E) and each 
r 3 p(T), VSEQ( Tj = VSEQ( T). 
Since T and f in the Padding Lemma have the same constraints, there 
immediately follows: 
COROLLARY. If T is r-extended IDO-representable, then T is i-extended IDO- 
representable for each i > r. 
The second lemma is basically a special case of Theorem 3.1 in [GTa2]. (Its 
proof is therefore omitted.) It states that for arbitrary CSS T;, 1 Q i< 2, over 
(U) = (Z)(E) with the same rank, VSEQ(T,) n VSEQ(T,) can always be 
represented by a CSS over (U>. 
Notation. For i=l,2, let gi=((Z), (E), {e,,I CinE}) with p(C,)=p(C,)= 
r. Let Wi@%$ = ((0, (E), (e,, I C in E}), where, for each C in E, eJc is the 
(partial) function from Dom( ( U))r x Dom( (UI C)) into Dam(C) defined for each 
u,, . . . . u,, u in Dom( (U)) by 
ejc(uI, . . . . u,, uC<UI 01) 
= edu,- p(e,c)+l,...rU,,~C(UIC)I) 
if eIc(~r-,~,,,~+,, . . . . u,, uC(UlC>l) = e2c(cpce2c,+I, . . . . u,, uC<UlC)I), and is 
undefined otherwise. 
Clearly, VSEQ(%, @ %?J = VSEQ(%‘i) n VSEQ(gz). 
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LEMMA 3.1. Let Ti=(%Fi,Zi,~),1<i62, beCSSover (U)such thatp(&)= 
p(‘%;)=r. Then TX= (9Z1 @ %$, C, vZz, Y1 n&) is a CSS and VSEQ(T,) = 
VSEQ( T,) n VSEQ( T,). 
Using the Padding Lemma and Lemma 3.1, we get the analogue to Proposi- 
tion 2.1 for extended IDO-representability. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. If (V, oi, Y), 1 < i< m, are extended IDO-representable, then 
so is (W, {a,, . . . . om}, Y). 
Proof: It suffices to show that for T= (59, {o} u C, X) and VSEQ(G?&,, c’, 9,) = 
VSEQ(%, (T, X), there exists T’= (W, {a’> u C, 9’) such that VSEQ(T’) = 
VSEQ( T). Clearly, 
VSEQ( T) = VSEQ(%, (T, 9) n VSEQ(%, C, 4) 
= VSEQ($, CT’, a,) n VSEQ(%, .Z, 9). 
By the Padding Lemma, there exist y, ,aZ and y, _a3 such that 
P(K) = N&3)? 
VSEQ(%$, g’, -02) = VSEQ(Ce,, CT’, 9,) 
and 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
VSEQ($, Z, YX) = VSEQ(%‘, Z, <a). (4) 
BY (l), (3) and (4), 
VSEQ(T) = VSEQ(&, G’, _a2) n VSEQ(G&, C, &). (5) 
Let %?’ = $ @ +$, 9’ = Yz n X3 and T’ = (W, (0’) u .Z:, 9’). By (2), (5), and 
Lemma 3.1, it follows that 
We are now ready to introduce the auxiliary concept, namely, the skeleton 
computation scheme of rank r (abbreviated skeleton of rank r) for a CSS T. 
DEFINITION. Let T= (((B, . ..B.), (C, . ..C.), {e,, ( 1 <i<q}, Z, Y) be a 
CSS. For each integer r > p(T), the skeleton computation scheme of rank r for T 
(abbreviated skeleton of rank r for T) is the CS %;= ((B, . . . B,), ( C1 . . . C,>, 
{e’& I 1 <i<q}), where e&, 1 < i < q, is the partial function from Dom( (U))l x 
Dom((u(C,)) into Dom(Ci) defined for each ul,...,u, in Dom((U)) and 
(b ,, . . . . b,, ~1, . . . . ci_ ,) in Dom(( UI C,)) as follows: 
(a) If there exist ci, . . . . c, in Dom(C,), . . . . Dom(C,) such that u, . . . u,(b,, . . . . b,, 
cl, . . . . cy) is in Interval(VSEQ( T)), then e&,(u,, . . . . u,, b,, . . . . b,, c,, . . . . CT_ ,) = ci. 
(b) Otherwise, e>,(u,, . . . . u,, b,, . . . . b,, cI, . . . . ci_ ,) is not defined. 
571/40/3-6 
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Since rap(T), each ci in Dom(C,), l<idq, such that u,...u,(bi ,..., b,, 
Cl, . ..1 cy) in Interval(VSEQ(T)) is uniquely defined. (Otherwise, some evaluation 
functions in (e,! 1 1 d i < q} of T would not be well defined.) Therefore, each 
evaluation function e>, , 1~ i < q, is well defined and of rank r. Hence, the skeleton 
of rank r for T is well defined. 
We now present a result which simplifies our discussion in the sequel. 
LEMMA 3.2. For each CSS T = (%, C, Y) and each r 2 p(T), VSEQ( T) = 
VSEQ(U;, C, 9;). 
Proof Let T= (%, C, 4) be a CSS and r an integer such that r 2 p(T). To see 
that VSEQ( T) z VSEQ(wk, C, 9’,), let ii be in VSEQ( T). Then for each interval V 
of U such that IV1 = r + 1, 0 is in Interval(VSEQ( T)). Hence 17 is in VSEQ(%‘k). By 
definition, U is in VSEQ(G?>). Since U is also in VSEQ(Z) nVSEQ(.Ya’,), U is in 
VSEQ(q>, C, Yk) as desired. 
For the reverse inclusion, suppose 11= U, . . . u, is in VSEQ(%>, C, 9;). If 
m d p( T), then U is in 9; (since r 2 p(T)) and therefore in VSEQ( T). Suppose 
m>p(T). Then U, . ..u.(,) is in 9;~ VSEQ(T), since U is in VSEQ(9;). By the 
definition of T, u, . . . u,(,) is in 9. Hence 
(1) ii is in VSEQ(9). 
To see that ii is in VSEQ(%‘), consider each interval u,_ p(T). . . uj of ii. Suppose 
j<r. Then clearly ui ...u,~,(,)... u, is in #>sVSEQ(T). Hence u,_,,(~)...u~ is in 
Interval(VSEQ( T)) 5 VSEQ(%?). If j > r, then ujP r.. . u,_,(,) . . . uj is in VSEQ(%:‘,). 
Thus, u~~~...u~_~(~)... uj is in Interval(VSEQ( T)). Therefore, u,_,(,) ... uj is in 
Interval(VSEQ( T)) s VSEQ(G9). In either case, ujPPcT) . . . uj is in VSEQ(U). Thus, 
(2) 6 is in VSEQ(%?). 
Combining (1) (2), and the fact that il is in VSEQ(C), ii is in VSEQ( T). Thus, 
U is in VSEQ( T) if m 6 p(T) or m > p(T). Therefore VSEQ(%?>, C, 9%) E VSEQ( T), 
whence equality. 1 
It immediately follows from Lemma 3.2 that for a given CSS T= (V, C, .a), 
o* =oT’ sma sma, where T’ = (%?>, Z, 9;). 
We now turn to the main question of this section. In particular, we present a 
result which characterizes the r-extended IDO-representability problem of a CSS T 
in terms of the IDO-representability problem of a related CSS. 
THEOREM 3.1. For each CSS T= (%‘, C, 9) and each r 2 p(W), T is r-extended 
IDO-representable iff (%3>, C, 9;) is IDO-representable. 
Proof: The “if” is obvious. Consider the “only if.” Thus suppose T= (%, C, 9) 
is r-extended IDO-representable, i.e., VSEQ( T) = VSEQ(Ce’, ,&‘, 9’) for some 
IDO(%‘, Z’, 9’) of rank r. It s&ices to show that VSEQ(%R’,, C, ,a;)= 
VSEQW';, &,,G). 
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By Proposition 1.1, we may assume that C’= {a’}, where 6’ is IDO. By the 
Padding Lemma, we may assume that each evaluation function in %’ is of rank Y. 
And since VSEQ(W, I+, Y’) = VSEQ( T), 9’ = 9;. Thus, 
VSEQ( T) = VSEQ(%“, c’, Y;). (1) 
By the definition of ‘45’; and the fact that each evaluation function in W is of rank 
r, 
VSEQ(U;) G VSEQ(W). (2) 
By Proposition 2.2 and the fact that 0’ is IDO, 
VSEQ( cr L,) E VSEQ( a’). (3) 
Thus, 
c VSEQ(%“) n VSEQ(o’) n VSEQ(&), by (2) and (3) 
= VSEQ( T), by (1) 
= VSEQ(%?;, C, Y;), by Lemma 3.2. 
That is, VSEQ(%&, gka, S;) G VSEQ(%&, z:, 9;). 
Consider the reverse containment. Since VSEQ(%& C, 9;) c VSEQ(Uk) n 
VSEQ($;) and 
VSEQ(%‘;, C, Y>) = VSEQ( T), by Lemma 3.2 
E ZZc,j(Interval(VSEQ( T)) @ SEQ( (E)) 
= VSEQ(&,), 
we have 
VSEQ(qk, 2:,9>) c VSEQ(%‘L) n VSEQ(o2.J n VSEQ(S>) 
= VSEQ(W;, b,Tma, 9;). 
Therefore, VSEQ(%‘,, C, 9%) G VSEQ(%&, cLa, Sk), whence equality. 1 
Notation. For each CSS T = (59, Z; 9) over ( U) = (Z)(E) and r 2 p(T), let 
W>= VSEQ(T) u [SEQ( (U)) - (VSEQ(%‘k) n VSEQ(Y>))] 
and a> be the constraint defined by 
VSEQ(c’,) = {U in SEQ( ( U)) I n,,,(F) 
@ SEQ( (E)) c W;. for each interval v of Ul. 
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Clearly, a> is uniform and IDO. Also, if T= (%?, C, Y) and T’= (%>, C, Y;), 
then it follows from Lemma 3.2 that ok= gT9. 
Combining Theorem 3.1 with the previous characterizations of IDO-represen- 
tability given in Section 2, we now establish: 
THEOREM 3.2. For each CSS T= (%, C, Y) over (U> = (I)(E) and each 
integer r >, p(T), the following four statements are equivalent: 
(a) T is r-extended IDO-representable; 
(b) VSEQ( T) = VSEQ(q;, a:,, 9;); 
(c) VSEQ( T) = VSEQ(%??;, ok, 9;); and 
(d) VSEQ(a ,‘,a) G VSEQ(G). 
Proof. We shall show that (a) implies (b), (b) implies (c), (c) implies (d), and 
(d) implies (a). 
Suppose that T= (‘3, C, 9) is r-extended IDO-representable for some r 2 
p(T). By Theorem 3.1, (%$., C, 9;) is IDO-representable. By Theorem 2.1, 
VSEQ(%‘;, Z, X;) = VSEQ(%;, orma, 9;). Then VSEQ( T) = VSEQ(%‘,, 2, 9;) = 
vsEQ(g’& aLa, 9;). Hence, (a) implies (b). 
Suppose that (b) holds, i.e., VSEQ(T) = VSEQ(%‘>, oka, 9;) for some 
integer r 2 p(T). Then VSEQ(%;, C, 9;) = VSEQ(T) = VSEQ(%$, osLa, Yk), 
so (%;, C, 9;) is IDO-representable. By Theorem 2.2, VSEQ(%?‘& C, 9;) = 
VSEQ(%&, ok, 9;). Hence, VSEQ( T) = VSEQ(%;, a>, 4;) and (c) is established. 
Now suppose that (c) holds, i.e., VSEQ(T) = VSEQ(%“& ok, 9;) for some 
integer r 3 p(T). Then VSEQ(%?>, C, 4;) = VSEQ( T) = VSEQ(%>, ok, 9>), so 
(g;, C, Y;) is IDO-representable. By Theorem 2.3, VSEQ(a&,) c VSEQ(a>) and 
(d) is established. 
Finally, suppose that (d) holds, i.e., VSEQ(CJ&,) E VSEQ(a>) for some integer 
r 2 p(T). By Theorem 2.3, ($?k, C, 9;) is IDO-representable. By Theorem 3.1, T is 
therefore r-extended IDO-representable and (a) is established. 1 
Using Theorem 3.2, we now present a CSS T which is not extended IDO- 
representable. First, however, we recall a concept introduced in [CC]. 
DEFINITION. For each 98~ SEQ(( U)), let c(g) be the constraint over (U) 
defined by U b c(a) if there is no U in g such that V is a subsequence of ii. 
A constraint (r is called bad-subsequence if r~ = ~(99) for some a. 
EXAMPLE 3.2. Consider the CSS T= (((B), (C), ec), 6, X), where Dam(B) 
and Dom( C) are the set of nonegative integers, e, is defined by ec(uj_ , , u,(B)) = 
ui_ ,(B) + 1, CT = c(((i, 2)(j, 3) 1 i, j in Dam(B)}) and X = ((0, i) 1 i in Dam(C)}. 
Suppose that T is r-extended IDO-representable for some integer r. By the 
Corollary to the Padding Lemma, we may assume that r >p(T) = 1. By 
Theorem 3.2, 
VSEQ(T)=VSEQ(((B), (0, el,), os7ma, 9;). (1) 
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Clearly, 
ii, = (0, 1)(3, 1)~2,4)(2, 3) is in VSEQ( T) 
r 
and 
6 = (0, 2)(3, 1)(3,4) . . . (3,4)(2,4)(2, 3) is not in VSEQ( T). (2) 
Also, U, is in n,,,(VSEQ(T)) @ SEQ((E))= VSEQ(o&J. Since 
(3,4)-a. (3,4)(2,4)(2, 3) 
T 
is in Interval(VSEQ(T)), it follows from the definition of the skeleton of rank r of 
T that 
e’,((3,4), . . . . (3,4), (24) 2) = 3. 
r-1 
(3) 
By the definition of T, the prefix 
f4 = (0,2)(3, l&3-2,4) 
I 
of Uz is in VSEQ(T) E VSEQ(e’,). From this and (3), U, = U;(2, 3) is in VSEQ(e’,). 
By (1) and the fact that U; is in VSEQ( T), -* u’ is in VSEQ(4’,). Since ii; is a prefix 
of ti2 and Iti;1 2 r, Uz is in VSEQ(Sl,). Hence, U, is in 
VSEQ(el,) n VSEQ(o2,) n VSEQ(Y>) 
=VSEQ(((B), (0, &I, (i&a> 92 
= VSEQ( T), by (I), 
which contradicts (2). Therefore, T is not extended IDO-representable. 
Given an object history described by a CSS, the question arises as to how to 
check the validity of the computation-tuple sequence obtained by adding a new 
tuple. Usually, the entire sequence has to be taken into account. This obviously 
involves considerable work. In [GTl], the notions of local constraint and local 
representability were introduced to avoid the above situation. In the following, we 
shall study the connection between (extended) IDO-representability and local 
representability of a CSS. 
DEFINITION. A uniform constraint (T over (U) is k-local (k > 0) if for each 
ti=ui...u, in SEQ((U)), m>k, U+ (T iff u~u~+~+~...u~+~_, /= (T for all i, 
1 Q id m - k + 1. A uniform constraint is local if it is k-local for some k. 
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If a CSS has only local constraints then whenever a tuple ZJ is added to a valid 
computation-tuple sequence U, we just have to check the tail of UU to see if Ilu is 
a valid computation-tuple sequence. 
DEFINITION. A CSS T= (W, C, Y) is said to be locally representable if there 
exists a CSS T’= (%?, C’, Y), such that C’ is a set of local constraints and 
VSEQ( T’) = VSEQ( T). 
Local representability is an important property of a CSS since it gives a tractable 
way of checking whether or not an object history remains valid after an update. 
We now turn to the connections between (extended) IDO-representability and 
local representability. By definition, the two CSS introduced in Example 2.2 and 
Example 3.1, respectively, are locally representable. As illustrated in Example 2.2, a 
locally representable CSS is not necessarily ID0 representable. Now the question 
arises: If CSS T is locally representable and IDO-representable, does there exists a 
local, ID0 CSS T’ such that VSEQ( T) = VSEQ( T’)? The answer is no. (A counter- 
example is omitted.) However, it is no accident that the locally representable CSS T 
in Example 3.1 is extended IDO-representable. Indeed, Proposition 3.4 in [GG] 
can be recast as follows: 
THEOREM 3.3. Let T=(‘Z,C,Y) be a CSS over (U)=(I)(E) and o be the 
constraint defined by VSEQ(a)= SEQ(( U>). Then T is locally representable iff 
there exists an ID0 T’ = (V, o, 3’) over (U) such that VSEQ( T’) = VSEQ( T). 
Thus, each locally representable CSS is extended IDO-representable. 
COROLLARY. Zf a CSS T is bounded (i.e., there exists an integer k such that 
(ii\ <k for each sequence U in VSEQ( T)), then T is extended IDO-representable. 
Theorem 3.3 actually establishes a stronger result, namely, if T is locally 
representable then there exists an ID0 CSS T’ = (W, a’, 9’) such that VSEQ( T’) = 
VSEQ(T) and G’ is local. Note that an IDO-representable CSS is not necessarily 
locally representable. 
Lastly, we consider the decision problem related to extended IDO-represen- 
tability. This, as was mentioned before, is related to our main question. The results 
are the following: 
THEOREM 3.4, It is recursively unsolvable to determine: 
(a) whether or not an arbitrary recursive CSS is extended IDO-representable; 
(b) whether or not an arbitrary recursive CSS T is r-extended IDO-represen- 
table for arbitrary r 3 p(T). 
Proof We shall prove (a) and (b) by using a reduction argument based on the 
Post Correspondence Problem. For each n > 1 and pair of tuples X= (xi, . . . . x,) 
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and Y= (y,, . . . . y,) of nonempty words over A = {a, h} such that xi # yi for each 
l<:iqlet (U)=(B)(C,C,), whereDom(B)={l,2,...,n}+ andDom(C,)= 
Dom(C,)= A+. Let e,, and ec2 be the functions defined (for each u in 
Dom((BC,C,)), b in Dam(B) and c, in Dom(C,)) by 
e,,(u, b) = xi, . . . xi, if u(B)= i, . ..ik and 
e,,(u, b9 ci I= Yil . . ‘Y, if u(B)=i,...ik. 
Let r~ be the constraint over (B)( C, C,) defined by (T = c(B), where 
cc@ = {(b, x, y)(b’, x’, y’) 1 xx’ = ~JJ’} and 
y= {(b,x,;- xi,, yi, . . y,,) 1 b in Dom( B), I> 1 and 1 < i, , . . . . i, 6 ?I}. 
Finally, let T = (((B), (C,C,>, {e,-,, ec2 1), c, 8. Clearly, p(T) = dec,) = 
p(ec,) = 1 and T is recursive. 
Consider (a). By definition, T is extended IDO-representable iff T is r-extended 
IDO-representable for some r3 1. It therefore suffices to show that there is no r 
such that T is r-extended IDO-representable iff there is a solution to the Post 
Correspondence Problem for X and Y. 
Suppose the Post Correspondence Problem for X and Y has no solution. Let 0’ 
be the constraint over ( BCI C,) defined by VSEQ(a’) = SEQ( (BC, C,)). Clearly, 
(T’ is IDO. It is easily verified that 
VSEQ(T) = VSEQ(((B), (Cl C,>, {e,,, e,}), o’, <Y). 
Thus, T is l-extended IDO-representable. 
To see the converse, suppose the Post Correspondence Problem for X and Y has 
a solution. Then there exist integers 1 < i,, . . . . i, d n such that 
x;,“‘xik=yi,“‘yjk. (1) 
Since xi#y, for each 1 <i<n,k> 1 and 
x;zy; for each 12 1. (2) 
By (1) and the fact that xi1 # yi,, 
xi,xi~.“xi~#Yj*Yj,“.yj~. (3) 
Suppose T is r-extended IDO-representable for some Y 2 1. Then there exists an 
ID0 CSS 
such that VSEQ(T’) = VSEQ( T) and p( T’) = r. By the Padding Lemma, we may 
assume that p(e>,) = p(e’c,) = Y. Let 
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#I = til il 1 xil xi, 9 Yil Yil), 
~2 = (i2 . i,, Xi, xi,, Y,, yi, 1, and 
u3 = (i, i,, xi2...xik, ~,~...y,,). 
By (2), (3), and the definition of T, 
u=u~u,~~~u~u~uj 
is in VSEQ( T) = VSEQ( T’). Hence, 
U is in 
ii is in VSEQ(e&) 
Let u{ = (ili,, xi,, yi,) and 
, 
VSEQ( 0’) and 
and 5 is in VSEQ(e>,). 
By (4) and the fact that 0’ is IDO, 
U’ is in VSEQ(o’). 
Since p( T’) = r = p(e;,) = p(e>,), it follows from (5) that 
&,(ul, . . . . ul, u2, i, il) = xj2. . . xi,, and 
V-LV 
r-l 
el,,(u,, -., ul, u2, ilil,xi2...xik)=yi2...yik. 
- 
r-1 
By (2) and the definition of T, 
V = u; u1 . . u, u2 is in VSEQ( T) = VSEQ( T’). 
Hence, 
15 is in VSEQ(e>,), 
V is in VSEQ(e>,) and 
V is in VSEQ(Y). 
Since C is a prefix of ii’ and IV/ > r, it follows that 
U’ is in VSEQ(e&), by (7) and (9), 
U’ is in VSEQ(e&), by (8) and (lo), and 
U’ is in VSEQ(j’), by (Il), 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 
(10) 
(11) 
(12) 
(13) 
(14) 
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Combining (6), (12), (13), and (14), U’ is in VSEQ(T’) = VSEQ( T). However, this 
contradicts the definition of T since u;(C,) z+(C,) = u;(C,) z+(CJ. Thus, there is no 
r such that T is r-extended IDO-representable. 
Consider (b). Let X, Y, and the CSS T be as in (a). It is easily shown (by an 
analogous argument as in (a)) that T is not r-extended IDO-representable for 
arbitrary r(r 2 1) iff there is a solution to the Post Correspondence Problem for X 
and Y. Since it is recursively unsolvable to decide whether or not the Post Corre- 
spondence Problem has a solution, it is recursively unsolvable to determine whether 
or not an arbitrary recursive CSS T is r-extended IDO-representable for arbitrary 
r>p(T). I 
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